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Docket No. 52-002

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

Subject: Human Factors Engineering - Revised RAI Responses

'

. Reference: C-E Letter LD-91016. Jated April 12, 1991.

Dear Sirs:

As agreed at the December 4,1991, meeting with NRC staff, enclosure I to this letter
provides revised responses to the RAls originally submitted in the reference letter.

Should you have any questions on the enclosed mmerial, please contact me or Mr. Stan
L R4tterbusch of my staff at (203) 2856206.

>

Very truly yours,

COMBUSTION UNGINEERING, INC.

- [ u d .g,yn
C. B. Brinkman

'Acting Director
Nuclear Systems Licensing

gdP/lw
.

Enclosures: As Stated
I

cc: J. Trotter (EPRI)
'

T. Wambach (NRC) .
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DLH231, DOC /l*

,

Number: 620.1
,

Question: Provide a d9talled human factors program plan which includes (1) a ''

scope of work, (2) the organization of the human factors group and
itheir reporting structuro, (Sj a t escription of the human engineer-

ing and system analysis studies to be performed, (4) the standards
and guidelines that will be generated as a result of human factors '

efforts, (5) a schedule of major human engineering milestones and
technical reviews with anticipated levels of human engineering sup.

,

port, and an cutline of the human factors test and evaluation plan. j

Response: C-E's original response .to RAI 620.1 is being supplemented by the |

submittal of a-Human factors Program Plan, This plan was submitted

by C E letter LD-92-028, dated February 21, 1992. The contents of
this plan are as per discussions between C-E and the NRC's Human
factors Branch at the tbvember 17, 1991 working level meeting.
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Humber: 620.2

Question: Describe the human engineering stu'Jies that led to the selection of '

the flat panel programmable displays used on the control boards, ,

Describe how they meat the operator and instrumentation requirements
identified in the task analysis, as wall as the maintainability, ano
reliability requirement established for control room instrumenta-
tion. Also address how they contribute to the goal of redundancy'

,

and diversity, include relevant findings from task analyses and
product evaluations.

'

Response: tiany factors contributed to the selection of flat panel displays for
use on the MCR control panels. This included both human engineering

and instrumentation performance f acters. flat panel display tech-
nology was selected for discrete indicators and alarms ba:ed o, the
following required characteristics:

Diverd.y from CRis to provide common mode failure-protection of the
MMI,

Seismic Qualificatiqa to meet requirements for Regulatory Guide 1.97
Category 1 parameter display,

Et ectabilit,y of displayed information to support continued plantl
operatlon at power upon the failure of the DPS resulting in ioss of
all CRT information, sensor Jeviatinn diagnostics, alarm datam; and

'

control selections.

Reliabilit,y and !!aji.ntainability, u.cludina short MTTRs (typically
1 hour or less assuming the raplacement part is in hand) and long

MTBFs (30,000* hours and increasing).

pynamic craphic_cisplan for trends, automatic scaling, bar charts,
etc.;.

.
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,

-Interface useabili.12 that is satisfactory to mee t Nuplex 80+ human |

factors methodology and acceptance criteria.
:

!,

Standardizatiga because one programmable device cerves needs of |
Nuplex 80+ applications for indicators / recorders, alarms and con-
trollers..-

!

Other positive characteristics include low sensitivity to electric
' and magnetic fields and low voltage. ,

The humar engineering focus of the_ flat panel evaluation was on the |
-

- acceptability of the interf ace ir, the proposed Nuplex 80+ yplica-
|

tions. A preliminary evaluaticn initially determined if flat panel
devices could acceptably provide the features required (i.e., touch

| selection, flash, t;ar charts and digital df splay). Later the
devices were evaluated in specific Nuplex 80+ applications during
the suitability verification analysis. Additional information on '

the selection of flat panel technology is provided in Section 3.6 of r

the Itman Factors Prcgram Plan for System 80+. J

,

The function task cnalysis results indicated that for many tasks a'

single value of a parameter is required, not multiple channels of-
p data-that may be provided by plan _t ins.trumentation. Discrete- -

-indicators using flat ' pane' displays meet this need specifically by- 1
"

_ providing a single validated parameter 'valuc instead of multiple
chnnels. The selectability of individual channels meets needs for
other tasks and E .4ipment 'ailure situations, '31milarly, spatially
dedicated displays of high priority alarms required dynamic tiles
-(i.e., could be either Priority 1 or 2) with the ability to display - y

p multiple messagas for alarm conditions grouped in a-tile. The. fl at . '

'' panel devices met these operational needs. Controllers were de .
signed similar to-conventional plant controllers using flat panel
displays. Tatk analysis results indicated that selection of inputs, .

selection of setpoints, output control and mode selection were -

required to meet operational needs. The human factors usability of
the flat panel display interfaces was assured by using the standard .

<
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interfaces defined in the Information-Systems Description
(50 791-01)_ aad adhering to the Human factors Standards and Guide- '

lines.
:-

Flat panel electroluminscent displays are easily removable from
Nuplex 80+ panels by disconnectior, of quick disconnect cables and

<

removal of four bolts. Replacement-nf a device takes less than
'

one half hour. The published expected MTBF of these devices is-
L 30,000+ hours resulting in an availability of 99.998%. Actual

:in-service' experience is exceeding this number and. revised published
numbers exceeding 40,000 hours can be exnected.

,

, ,

:Flat panel displays provide indications and alanns on diverse,

. technology that are redundant to information provided on Data !

-Processing System CRTs. Th's directly supports the Nuplex 80+
approach to addr3ss potentici common mode failures with diversity.
Additionally, flat panei displays for DIAS N and P provide ' redundant

.

' display of Category _ l PAfil parameters required by Regulatory Guidoh

1.97, with all' of the required characteristics of Category-1 vari-
'

ables . .

| A flat panel product evaluation was conducted comparing-Liquid
,

' Crystal Displays (LCD), Electro-Luminescent Displays (ELDS)-and- 2

, .

Piasma Displays:. The conclusion of ?.he product evaluation was to ]
"

select E!Ds for Nuplex 80t applications based on ruggedness and-
oisplay quality. -

i
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Number: 620.3

Question: (1) Describe the technical and administrative methods used by C-l's
human factors specialists to track the evoluttor, of the design
and to influence the design process.

(2) Describe the documentation control system that is in place to'

ensure that the evolutien of the man-machine interface elements
of the design have been documented and provide an auditable
documentation trail. How are the results of studies, design
decisions and trade-offs documenteil

Response: (1) The 1&CE department has a comment-resolution tracking system
that is used to assure future implementation of open items

'

identified during the design process. This system was used by
hum n factors specialists as well as by all members of the
Nuplex 80+ design team. for short term tracking, ' uman factors
specialists' comments and recommendations have been d:namnted

,

in reports and then integrated into the subsequent revision to
'

design documents. A CESSAR-DC open items list also provided
tracking for specific items to be incorporated into CESSAR DC .

revisions. All open items are currently closed out as Amend-
ment I has been submitted.

(2) The design was tracked as it evolved through internal meuoranda
and Nuplex B0+ documentatinn. The internal memoranda were the
primary means for documenting design decisions and trade-offs. *

C-E has previously cornmitted to develop a design document that
consolidates the design evolution memoranda with emphasis
placed on the bases for design decisions. Results of studies
are documented in either Nuplex 80+ documents or milestone

reports for the DOE Advanced I&C Program. The Human Factors

Program Plan for System 80+ describes the elements of the
design process, the rationale for key decisions and the docu-
ments that the results are found in. The Systea 80+ design

activities are subject to a System 80+ Quality Assurance Plan
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,

(18386-Q0-001)whichcontrolsdocumentdistribution, sign-offs
and revi*ws'in accordance with C E QA procedures,
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Number: 620,4

Question: How many human factors specialists are currently dedicated, on a
full-t u..e basis, to the System 80+ design? Into how many hours of

face-to-face contact time does this translate with the NSSS and BOP
engineering and design staffs pe.' weeks?

Response Currently there are four human factors specialists dedicated to the |i

Nuplex 80+ design. These specialists are an integral part of thei
,

Nuplex 80+ design team and would approximately account for 160 h;urs
per week of human factors effort-for Nuplex 80+. The number of

human factor specialists on the design team has ranged from one
(initially) to four (currently), depending on the work being per-
formed at any given time in the design process. Section 1.2.1.1 of
the Human factors Program Plan for System 80+ provides additional
details on the level of human factors efforts for Nuplex 80+.

Depending on the activities being performed, the direct contact with
other design team members ranged from OY. to 1007. of the human :

factors specialist's time with an average of approximately 25"
Human factors specialists were involved in hardware selection and
software engineering as well as the man-machine interface design.
Activities such as design review meetings and the suitability *

analysis required a particularly high level of face-to-face contact.

. - . _ _ _ ,. _ . , _ _ . _ _
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i

Number: 620.6

Question: Describe the stan6ardized training materials (e.g., content, format,
and development process) being provided to the purchasers of the C-E
Syrtem 80+ for those aspects within the CESSAR design scope. i

'

Number: 620.7 |

Question: Describe the guidance that will be previoed to purchasers of the C-E
System 80+ to ensure consistent adaptation of the standardized
training materials to site-specific training materials.

Number: 620.8

Question: Giver. the advancsd technology of the C E System 80+ what are the
specific skills, knowledge, abilities, and aptitudes, based on the
task analysis, that will be provided to purchasers tc assist in the
development of site-specific personnal selecticn criteria?

| The information provided in Section 13.5 indicates that information
<.oncerning the site-specific operator plant procedure * is within the

| referencing applicant's scope and shall be provided in the site-
specific SAR. Since this is not consistent with the staff's posi- -

tion or, standardization, the following should be addressed.
;-
|

| Humber: 620.9

Question: Describe the standardized normal, abnormal, and emergency operating
,

procedures C E will provide to tha purchasers of the C-E System 80+,

| Humber: 620.10

|

Question: Describe the standardized procedural davelopment guidelines to be -

provided to reierencing applicants for those nor:nl, abnormal, and
emergency cperating precedures (e.g., writer's guide. verificatien,

,

and validation guide, procedural maintenance guide). Describe the

.-
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,

interface information that will be provided to ensure that site-
'

specific procedures will be_ consistent with'the standardized proce-
dures.

Respense: Response to Questions 620.6-620.10

The C-E approach to training and procedures was provided in a letter |
to the NRC (LD-92-002), dated February 18, 1992.

.

As stated in CESSAR-DC, Sections 13.2 and 13_.5,- the procedures and

training for a particular plant are within the scope of the site-4

specific SAR, C-E intends to comply with the st;ff's " training and :

procedures" position by providing standardized trair;ing and operat- [
ing procedures guidance. This guidance would then be input to the
site-specific-training program and operating procedures. This
approach is necessary as a result of site-specific component selec-
tion (meeting standard functional requirements) ar.J utility owner
responsibility for plant operation, Of cours9 a particular ;

'

utility / owner may contract with C-E to-provide' detailed training and' '

procedures. As a result of the February 7,1991 meeting with the<

staff, C-E understands that standardized, detailed training and i

proce1ures are still requested. C E is initiating a program:includ-
ing architect-engineers and utilities to address the issue of

' training and procedures for standardized designs such as System 80t,
This program will cover the complete! time span from NRC design
review thrcugh pl6nt-constructiun and startup. It is expected that -

the first meeting for|this program will occur in thn April Hay |1991 i*

time frame.

: ,

,

|
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Number: 620.11 I

Question: Does System 80+ use advanced and intelligent operator aids based on
expert systems or other artificial intelligence (AI) technologies?
If so, describe the following: ;

a. The extent and dependence on ir.telligent operator aids neces-
sary to achieve the single operator design goal.

,

b. The specific operator aids that are planned and technology on
which they are based.

!

c. The methods of knowledge engineering that will be used.

d, The approach to be taken to develop operator confidence in the
systems to assure that they will be appropriately utilized.

e. The methods to be used for the verification and validation of
the performance of intelligent operator aids.

Respons t.: The Nuplex 80+ ACC uses no expert systems or Al technology in any of

its system designs, including the advanced operator aid designs, 1

C-E would like not to preclude the use of expert or Al systems at
some time in the design, since they may offer improved information
processing and MMI performance. If they are used, approaches to
develop operator confidence, perform verification and validation and
assure appropriate use will be devaloped. If incorporated, advanced
operator aids will supplement, not replace, the current features of
the design on which the staf f is basing their safety evaluation.
Analysis' will be provided to assure that supplemental features do
not conflict with licensed asper.ts of the design.

(Note that the term " operator aids" in Systen f30+ does not refer to
performance or jcb aids in the generic human factors sense. For

System 80&, operator aids are a presentation of supplementary (level
4 alarm priority) type alerting information,)

. - . . ._ _ _ _ _, .. - - , .
- m
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|
. ,

'

(a) There are advanced operator aids in the Nuplex 80+ design that
are not based on AI technolo';y. None of these is specifically ;

'
required or was specifically designed to support tae single
operator design goal; however, as integral parts of the IVi!, ;

they do centribute toward this goal. ,

(b) The advanced operater aids provided in Nuplex 80+ are primarily
integrated functions within the Data Processing System (DPS). ;

'

They are available on any CRT in the Nuplex 80+ design. These

aids are listed below with indication of where thy are :
'

described in CESSAR-DC and a brief description of their '

benefits to operation.

1. Core Operating Limit Supervisory System (COLSS),
,

Section 7.7.1.8.1

COLSS continually calculates core related parameters and
compares them to appropriate Liraiting Conditions for

,

Operation ILCO). COLSS alarms indicate any LCOs that are'

exceeded, initiating optratnr action required by technical
,

specifications. The major benefit is automation of |

complex calculations oroviding improved monitoring and no i

operator burden required to perform it. e

2. Critical fur.ction Monitaring, Sections 7.7.1.10 and #

18.7.1.8.2

'The major benefit of critical fune. tion monitoring is to
centinuously alert the operator to conditions which are
having an impact on the noility to keep the plant in a
safe condition er producing power. _ For critical safety
functions, critical functions monitoring automatically- and
continuously performs the monitdring actions required by

I the emergency operating procedures. .

L

i

,
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;I.- Success Path Monitoring, Sections 7.7.1.10 and 18.7.1.8.2

The benefit of success path monitoring to operations is,

provision of a concise indication of a success path's ,

svailability to maintain, or performance in maintaining, a*

' critical function. This benefit has been demonstrated

c through validations at the Halden Reactor Project, at
described in the Human Factors Program Plan and Volume 10
cf the Reference Design Documentation. i

|

1

3

4 ESF Computer Aided Test'(COMAl), Section 7.7.1.8.2

COMAT's major benefit to operations is the monitoring of
,

pretest line-ups, recording test results and monitoring
post test line ups. Tnis is particularly important in
preventing components from remaining in test alignments |

c

| which could prevent proper functioning of ESF systems. ;

\

(c) No artificial intelligence is used in the Nuplex 80+ advanced
operator aids. '

(d) Operator _s will receive training in all aspects of plant opera-
~ '

| - tion as part of the owner / operator train _ing program, lncluding
the advanced operator aids. Experience with eperating systems;
in existing plants (e.g., COLSS) and validation of prototype

[ systems (e.g., SPM) provides assurance that operator's confi-
dence in these systems will be high.!

:

|

(2) The verification and validation of operator aids in Nuplex 80+

| will'be conducted as an integrated part of the. verification and-
validation activities described in the Human factors Program
Plan._ Note that the majority of the operator aids have pre-
viously bnen validated as independent systems.g .,

h
:

.
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Number: 620.12

Question: How will C E demonstrate that the System 80+ design objectives of,

improving operator performance, reducing maintenance time, and
improving reliability are met?

Response: The phraseology used in CESSAR-DC, such as "improvina operator

performance, reducing maintenance time and improvina reliability,"
requires clarification. These are objectives for the Nuplex 80+
design; however, they are not pertinent to licensing of the design.
These phrases will be deleted from CESSAR DC. The basis for licens-
ing is to demonstrate acceptable operator performance, acceptable
maintenance considerations and acceptable reliability. Generally
stated, it will be demonstrated that Nuplex 80+ acceptably meets the
task needs of the end users (whether operators or maintainers).

t

There are key reasons discussed with the NRC staff for removing such
subjective wording from CESSAR-DC. Attempting to demonstrate-

improvements, as referred to in the design goals, would be extremely
diffictit or impossible. first, there is no baseline data available

from existing designs fo,r such comparisons. Gathering the data
would serve little use toward achieving certification. For exemple,

it would be difficult to measure a dependent variable or conduct
objective studies to determine if the goals were met. Second, these

goals can be only assessed qualitatively; there are no testable.

criteria for measuring them quantitatively.

The acceptability of the Naplex 80+ design will be demonstrated
through the use of Design Acceptance Criteria related to the design
itself and the-verification and validation of the design.:

.

d

b

D

d
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\

Humber: 670.14

Question: What is the projected reliability of the controls and displays in-
the control room? 1

.

Response: The reliability of all Nuplex 80+ control and display systems is'

documented based on representative hardware (final hardware selec-

tions are not made for certification). Typical-of Nuplex 80+ system<

reliability is the availability of control room information from the
DPS which has been calculated to be 99.98% with an MTTR of 4 hcurs.
The DPS availability analysis report documenting this calculation
has been made available to the NRC in the C-E Rockville, MD office.

'

It is important to note that in the Nuplex 80+ design, information
is presented through two separate system interfaces (DIAS and DPS)- |

so the availability of information and reliability of the ensemble
in providing it is higher than individues system availabilities.

Control systems (Process-CCS, ESF-CCS and PCS) have redundant

controls available in the MCR via dedicated controls and system
operators' modules, thus the availability of a given control func-
tion is significantly greater than in present control rooms

Additional availability analyses will be performed on other
Nuplex 804 systems in a similar manner to the DPS. -

,

4

%
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Number: 620.17

Question: How was the adequacy of the information supplied to the operator to
perform the tasks determined for the following:

a. Type of data
b. Amount of data

c. Usability of data
d. Compatibility with other forms of information/ data supplied in

the plant at local control stations, on specific pieces of
'

equipment, etc.

Response: a)b) The adequacy of information required was determined using the
data generated in the task analysis. The characteristics of
that data are identified in CESSAR-DC Section 18.5 and in more
detail in CEN 307. Specific characteristics for the informa-
tion and controls of the System 80+ design were identified in
the System 80+ task analysis. The Nuplex 80+ design was

developed using this data and the other sources of input
identified in the response to Question 620.16. This included
significant input on controls requirements and the functional
decomposition from DCRDR task analysis efforts for existing C-E
plants because of their plant's similarity to the System 80+

'

design. The design was independently verified te have suffi-
i- cient data with proper characteristics in the Availability
; Verification. This analysis is described in the response to

Question 620.30.

c)- Determination of the useability of data provided on MMI devices
was the key result of the suitability verification as described
in the response to Question 620.30. One evaluation was per-
formed in selecting flat panel display technology. This

evaluation is described in the response to RAI 620.2 and in
,

| Section 3.6 of the Human Factors Program Plan for System 80+.
l

!

. . .- _ .- ._ , -
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d) Compatibility of the various forms of information throughout
the plant is assured by commitment to use the same Nuplex 80+
conventions plant-wide. This is possible since System 80+ is a
complete plant design. Two Nuplex 80+ documents assure consis-

tent and compatible MMI throughout the design; the Nuplex 80+
Information Systems Description and the HfE Standards and

Guidelines. The C-E document review system assures that all
disciplines including human factors are aware of potential
interfaces. Therefore, the design of interfaces at local
control stations or specific pieces of equipment will use
Nuplex 80+ conventions and be reviewed and approved by Nuplex

80+ design team members.

- - .
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'

- Number: 620.18

Question: Who is on the initial design team and who is on the review team?
Are they the same people or are the teams composed of different
people?

|
Response: The initial design team was composed of human factors specialists,

nuclear systems engineers, senior reactor operators, !&C engineers,
computer specialists ano project managers. Table 18.2-1 of
CESSAR DC indicates the number of full-time and part-time members of
the design team that were in each disciplire. It is noted that the
team included members from Duke power Company (now Duke Engineering

Services, Inc.) who provided both a constructor's and plant opera-
tor's perspective on advanced control complex design.

The design review team was composed of representatives frcm reactor
engineering, fit.id systems and component engineering, startup
services, nuclear licensing, instrumentation and control engineer-
ing, htvan factors services and plant operation and construction.
This composition is provided in Table 18.2-3 of CESSAR-DC. The

review team was composed of individuals independent from the design
team, except for two individuals who were incluNd to respond to
questions on the design and design process. This overlap also
provided communication between the teams and to f acilitate resolu-
tion of comments. Not only were review team members independent of

the design team, but they were also frco different organizations
within C-E other than the Instrumentation and Controls Engineering
department where the design team was located.

.- ___
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,

The review team for Nuplex 80+ verification and validation activi-
ties consists of people that are independent of the design _ team,'

including administrative 1y reporting to separate management, in
addition to the formal design review team the design has been !

reviewed by many individuals and organizations during more than 100 '

mock-up demonstrations during the last two years, This has included
utilities, regulatory agencies, national labs and many foreign

, ,
"

organizations. Though their comments are not part of the formal-
review, comments are considered for changes to the design.

:

r

!
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Number: 620 0.

Question: Human engineering is not included under Design Process Ar.tivities,
Under Primary Responsibilities a human factors specialist is also !

not included, Please explain the sc. ope, responsibility, and report-
ing structure of the human engineering function in the System 80+
program.

Response: The intent of this table was to show a high level list of activities

performed during the design of the Nuplex 804 advanced control
complex and to indicate in which activities each discipline, includ-
ing human factors, had a' primary role. Thus, human factors is shown '

not as a design process activity itself but rather an integral part
of many of the activities performed. The Human factors Program Plan

for Systen 80+ details the scope, responsibility and reporting
structure of human engineering function in the System 80+ program.

The scope of the human engineering function includes all those
activities listed in Table 18,2-2 with primary responsibility being
with a human factors specialist. Human factors specialists also had
lesser involvement in other areas such as development of the design
bases. The human factors responsibilities included performing the
task analysis, defining MMI conventions and methodologies and
reviewing resulting interface designs, developing control room
environmental criteria, assessing the MCR configuration and perform-
ing verification (availability and suitability) and validation
activities.

Human factors members of the design team report technically to the
supervisor of Advanced Instrument Design of the Instrumentation and
Controls Department. Human factors members of the review team

reported to the supervisor of Human Factors and Cognitive Engineer-
ing in the Operational Services Department. This was Giscussed with
illustrations in the response to Question 620,1.

___ __ _ . _ - . _ _ . _ , _ ._ _ _ _ __ _ _ -_. __
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Number: 620.20 ;

!
*

Question: Identify the human engineering principles established for Nuplex 80.
What analyses were used to identify the areas requiring improvement.'

What " specific improvements" were added? !

,

,

Response: The h'eran engineering principles that Nuplex 80 was based on are j
very similar to those of NupNx 80+. The design was based on a i

functional task analy;is, iluman factors specialists and operators |
were heavily involved in all phases of the design, tve'.ltbility and .

isuitability verif' cation analyses were performed a_nd a dynamic
mock-up was used to evaluate and refine the design. !

A significant source used to identify areas requiring improvement in !

Nuolex 80 was customer feedback. Nuplex 80 was sold to TVA and New
,

Yr,rk State Gas and Electric for Systerr 80 plants. As is ino 4ated-

in CESSAR DC, a significant amount of design work wat done for TVA. '

!The design war, also bid to Tai Power in the early 1980's. A number
'

of the areas addressed in the Huplex 804 were identified by
customers during the design and t.id processes. |

,.

>

A description of the princ.iples established for Huplex 804 may be >

found in the Design Bases Document in the Reference Design Documen-

tation. A description of analyses and performance measures (past |
cid future) can be found in the Hf Program Plan. |g

| fering the Nuplex 80+ design process areas in the buplex 80 design
,

! quiring imp,'ovement were identified and considered through design
| rc lew meetings. These meetings included operators, human factors

specialists, instrumentation and controls engineers and project
managerten t. Each improvement area was considered for regulatory-'

requirements, customcr desires and technical considerations, such as

| aJvances in technology. Specific areas requiring improvement were |

| identified and addressed as indicated in Section 18.61 of i

CESSAR-DC. These include removing hardwired backup > for indications
and alarms and integrating spatially dedicated indications and

.

k
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i
i

alarms into the primary interface with no backups. This allows the
!operator to use his normal interface du-ing stressful situations
,

such as losing CRT display capability. A dedicated consolo for a ;

control room supervisor was added since utilities desired a super-
|

visor to per form a monitoring and directimi role and no workstation
fto .,upport this role was available in Nuplex 80. 'lo meet plant

availability goals, Nuplex 80+ is destgr.ed for continued operation '

upon complete' failure of the DPS instead of requiring shutdown as I
'

witn Nuplex 80, thple.' 80+ incorporates alarm handling improve- |,

ments, such as mode dependency, to address industry concerns with '

alann systems, Incorporation of the big board IPSD into the design ii

provides a plant functional and system overview not available in i

Nuplex 80. Integration of the SPOS functiu.i into the normal rian- '

machine interface through critical functions monitoring makes it !
-part of the everyday interface and, thus, familiar duris.g accident

,

situations. Appication of advanc.*d control system insprovements [
which were developed for conventional plants (e.g. automatic low

|
power feedwater control) and were not available for Nuplex 80 also

,

improve plant availability, Integration of divisicnal equipment ]
into couan panels rather than separation by panel sectinns as in

i

Nuple: 30, allows multiple success path coo *dination by one operator|

and improvod task performance. |
'

:

1

1
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Nu;. ber t 620.21

QMstion: How was the potential for buman error identified, reduced, and !
ldocumented in " Reduce the potential for human error that could ,

a fact safety or availability?" ir
>

,

Response: The phraseology used in CESSAR-CC, " Reduce the potential for human

error thtt conid affect safety or availability," requires clarifica- !

tion. This is a design g:41 for Nuplex 80+ but, is not pertinent to
,

the licensing af the design. This phrase will be deleted from
CESSAR DC in a future submittal. The basis for licensing will be to >

demonstrate acco table operator performance, inherent in that
determination will be an acceptable potential for human error.
Human error probabilit., will not be analyzed as a unique dependent
variable.

The following paragraphs identify the approach to udressing sign'f- ,

icant human error potential as a design goal, not a licensing
requirement.

Soccific problem arets where there was a relatively hign pot.intial
for human error were identif te-) during the early phases of the DOE
Advanced 1&C program. This was accomplished by reviewing LERs,

Regulatory Gaides, l&E bulletins, NUREGs, CPRI reports and other
industry reports (e.g., Halden reports), for example Regulatory
Guide 1.97 recommends that the same instruments shoulrl be used for
accident monitoring as are used for normal operations to enable
operators to use familiar instruments during accidents. This led in

'

part to the no backup approach of Nuplex 80v. Other specific areas

! for improvement were identified in Chapter 10 of tae EPRI ALWR URD. ;

Documentation of the areas requiring improvement was provided

| through milestone reports in the Control System Performance and
,

Reitability task and the Alarm and Display Methodology task of the
Advarced l&C program.

.
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Solutions were formed for the problems identified and incorporated'
e

into the riesign. For example, one area identified as resulting in a
hioS potential for operator error at conventional plants w4s low |
power feedwater control. Numerous reactor trips have rest.'ted from |

manual control during this condition. Digital feedwater systems *

providing automatic control at low power have been installed at !;

existing plants and have reduced the potential for error in this i
'

condition significantly. 1he same digital control system design is ,

incorporated into the Nuplex 80+ ACC. '
,

r

C+E has no plans to attempt to quantify the reduction in human error *

potential. C-E will only verify that new problems have not been ;

introduced by the solutions to existing problems. The Huplex 804 |
"

verification and validation analyses are the final tests that those ,

features incorporated to solve problem areas do perform without
'

introduction of new errors. The suitability of the interface was ;
'

evaluated in the verification analysis. Validation of the features,

I in relation to plant oper91on using the complete control room '

I design will occur later in the design process using the dynamic
,

mock up. The software based designs used in Nuplex 80+ are more
I s'ilted to incorporating changes identified during V&V because of the

relative ease in 'naking changes in software rather than hardware.'
*

;
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Number: 620.22

Question: How was the reduction of operator information processing identified,
reduced, and documented in " Reduce the operator's information j

processing while meeting all of hit information needs."

Response: The phraseology used in CESSAR DC, "Roduce the operator's informa-
,

tion processing while meeting all of his information needs," re- |
|

quires clarification. This is a high level design goal for i

Nuplex 80+. It is not quantifiable .nd no baseline data exists for |
comparison. Thut, it should not be part of licensing the design and
will be deleted from CESSAR DC. The basis for licensing will be
acceptable operator performance, as demonstrated through verifica-
tion and validat hn using Des:gn Acceptante criteria. Integral in
that evaluation will be the operator's ability to get required
information from the plant data available,

l

The approach to addressing stimulus overload is addressed qualita- |
tively in the remainder of this response.

|

Stimulus overload has been identified as a concern with conventional ;

nuclear plant control rooms. The quantity of data generated from |
the plant is enormous and little data processing is performed in |

conventional plants before presenting It to the operator. This led '

to presentation of more information than a person can reasonably
comprehend, particularly during plant upset conditions when many I

parameters may be changing. The 1979 TMI-2 accident provides a good
example of key information being lost in the sea of data provided.
This fact has been documented in numerous industry reports (e.g.,

EPRI NP-344C for alarm overload). The reality of information
r orload was confirmed by operators on the Nuplex 80+ design team.

- - .- - _ - - - ~ . - , - - - - _ . - . - - - - - . .
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!
Cased on the stimulus overload problem identified above, the
Nuplex 80+ goal to reduce the amount of date operators must process,
while still meeting their information needs, was formulated through'

design review meetings and discussions with operators, i t was

identified that additional information resulting from I&C dMign and
licensing requirements (e.g.,16 instrument channels of the same |
parameter) was partly responsible for data that added to the opera- |
tors task loading. Alarm systems presenting more alarms than can be |

| comprehended during upsets, including non applicable alarms, were |

also a contributor. The Nuplex 80+ approach is to integrate infor- j

mation to meet the operators needs (as identified in the functional
task analyses) while reducing the amount of data to be sifted :

' through to obtain that information. j
;
,

The amount of proce: sing required of the operator was reduced by
validating process signals to provide one correct " process represen-

,

'

tation value," instead of indicating all parameter channels. That

value is used on all spatially dedicated display: and all video ,

dis.91ays, including IPSO. Individual sensor values are available on
specific l.evel 3 diagnostic CRI~ displays. The " process representa-

tion value" is also used in all application programs, including
I

control system algorithms and alarm algorithms. The result is that :

all systems, and the operator, make their decisions based on the -

| most accurate information available. Other processing which was
,

| provided to reduce that required by operators includes alarm group-

j ing and mode dependency, critical function and success path monitor-
1 ing, and the IP50 display which provides a continuous plant over- .

| view.
| ;

|

|. .

.
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Humber: 620.23

Question: How will C-E demonstrate that improvements in the reli..bility of the
man machine interface have been achieved, as noted in the statement,

" Improve the reliability of the man machine interface through
redundancy, segmentation, and diversity"? Does the term man machine
interface refer to the reliability of the Sardware or a reduction in
human error?

Response: The statement in CESSAR-DC does not refer to human error. The

reliability referred to in this statement is the functional reli- |
ability of the entire man machine interface as a whole; i.e., the

probability that a given piece of information or a control is
available if needed. A goal of the Nuplex 80+ design is to provide,

ti high functional reliability through redundancy and segmentation
withi'l systems and diversity bghSer) systems. This approach pro-

vides highly reliable hardwarn systern (redundancy), limits the
effect of failures in a systen (segmentation) and protects against
comon mode hardware or sof tnre failures. For example, redundant

.

proces. ors and data comunicaticn exist within DIAS and CCS segments
and redurdant computers nre used for the DPS design. This results
in single failures having rio effect on the performance of the system
related to the availability of informat;on er a contros, in addi- .

tion, both the DIAS and DPS present high priority alarms and indica-
tions to assure information access even with multiple failures.

The DIAS and CCS are % sed on segments related to panel sections and

plant functions, respectively. Segmentation limits the impact of s

multiple failures (e.g., faliure of both segment processors)to
relatively small, manageable areas. Nuplex 80+ uses diversity to
improve reliability by protecting against common mode failures. For

example, the DIAS and DPS monitoring systems employ diverse types of
processors (super mini-computers vs. micro computers) and dif ferent

'interface devices (CRTs vs. electroluminscent displays). The result
is a reliab;e system that can continue to npe-ate with failures. 3

'

:
,
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The hardware reliability of individual systemt has bee" or is being
calculated, but no quantitative evaluation of the functional reli-
ability is planned. !t is not intended to demonstrate that a
reduction in human error can or w"1 be measured.

:

I

a
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Number: 620.26 |

Questior.: llow does the Nuplex 80+ configuration minimite required access to |
the controlling workspace? A desk / barrier does not appear to reduce
the requirement for innintenance personnel access to control room i

equipment and face to face connunications with the oper ting staf f. )

Response: The reduction of personnel access requirements to the controlling ;

!workspace is a design goal of Nuplex 80+, it is not a demonstrable
improvement, sinco no baseline data exists for comparison and no !

,

objectivo, quantification of a rea ction can be measured. In

| addition, optimization (i.e., minimize) of this aspect of the design '

is highly subjectivt and not suitable for use as a licensing basis.
'It is more appropriate to-state that the Nuplex 80+ Advanced Control

Complex includes a number of features designed to address the
concern of required access to and traffic in the controlling work-
space during both normal ano emergency operations. These features
are discussed below, ji

r,

To access information Nuclear Equipment Operators (NE0s) can use.
< -

CRis in the Auxiliary Reactor Operator (ARG)/NE0 support office of f

the ISC without antering the centro 111ng workspace, for mainte- !
-

nance, testing arJ other routino interfaces between operators and j

NE0> (or other plant s'.aff) the design allows the inierface to occur
,

'

at the' CRS dusk, outside the controlling workspece or in control
room offices. By having interactions with plant staff occur in [
these locations, no disruption of normal operations activities in '

| the control workspne is caused Having local maintenarce and test
}

panels or, the Component Control System (CCS) and the fact that all
tests and calibration'not requiring licensed operators are performed fy

| outside the main control room, further reeduces traffic. No cumber- i

sone testing equipment is required to be brougnt into the MCR. NE0s
- primarily need to enter the main control room for discuf sion. *

Organizational controls which limit the access to the NCR or con- i-

trolling workspace are the responsibility of the owner / operator.

I

i

o

i
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i .

| Nuplex 80+ panel design features further reduce interference which [
j could be caused by n.alntenance activities. Panels are designed for |

quick equipment removal. Typically, removal of four screws and [
'

detachment of quick disconnect connectors will allow removal of f.D i
'

devices. Thus, all discrete indicaturs, alarm tiles and controllers'

are easily and quickly removabic. Swit:hes are modular and easily j

replaced. -1tems whose maintenance would not interfere with
operstors (e.g., power supplies) are in the less accessible, rear i

portions of the panel. ;
;-

;
r

Data i'rocessing Systen CR' interfaces are pro'.'ided in all three MCR !
r r both normal and eu.ergencyof fices as well as in the 150. o

operations tha availability of all CRT monitoring displays in tne SS |
i

and CR$ offices will reduce control room access requirements. *

Access to plant stat _un information to support management any opera.'

,

tions discussions is availalle without entry into the controlling !

workspace. 1he direct vitwing window from the TSC will minimize'

control room access needs of pergency respnnse personnui during
,

amergencies i,y enhancing communication between TSC personnel and the
i .

operating staff. It alsn allows visitors os plant staff to view the ;

_

main control room without entry during normal conditions. DPS CRTs,

with all the same displays as in the control room, are located in,

u ,

'

the TSC to meet the information netds of emergency response :

peisonnel..

I

:
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Number: 620.27 -

Question: Describe the duties and responsibilities of the control room super-
,

visor and describe the tasks expected to be performed at the CRS ;

console in the control room. Which tasks vill be performed in the *

supervisor's office? Who will be the primary operators of the CRTs i

on the contrni room supervisor's console and what displays are they i

expected to use ar access?
e

,

Response. The control roon supervisor (CRS) may perform a wide range of duties
related to administration of the operations crew and plant evolu- .

tions, monitoring of plant status, and interfacing with maintenance
and technical personnel. The basic responsibilit.v of the CRS in the
Huplex 80+ ACC is to oversee and direct, and does not differ notably |

from his duties at current LWRs. The exact nature of his .1uties and
responsibilities will be determined by ths individual owner / ope,ator-

and its operating philosophy. 1he CRS may be in his office having
meetings, conducting administrative thsks, or communicating with
other groups when his presence is not required in the controlling
workspace. All of the CRS's activities can be peeformed in h4s
offices, except where face to face communication with operators at
the panel is required, further details on the CR3 console and
control room offices are provided in CESSAR-DC Sections 18.6.5.3 and
18.6.5.4, respectively. .

i The CRS, shif t supervisor and shif t technical advisor will all use
' the CRS console in the control room. All DpS CRT display page

! selections are available to these individuals on two CRTs at the CRS
I

consule. It'eir usa of then depends greatly on plant condition aad
,

L the cperations in progress. Control room operators will not use
this console, as it is crim rily a monitoring station with no
controls. However, any ind all Nuplex 80+ CRT displays can be

'

accessed from the CRS console. If it is determined during the
i design process that additional CRT displays are required

specifically for a CRS's use, they will be :dded to the display
hierarchy.

.

I
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Number 620.28

Question: Explain how the control room design addresses the issues of habit-
ability and the storage requirements for working documentation,
procedures, supplies and personal effects. Describe the process
used to establish the requiremen's for areas that support the
control raom such as the Ta hnical Support Center, shift super-

i

visor's office, etc.

Response: The Huplex 804 control room is designed to rneet the habitability
guidance in Appendix A of 10CfR50, SuPriement 1 of NUREC,0737, and ,

other pertinent regulatory documents applicable to fire, smoke and
'airborne radiation conditions. The -|ontrol Room Emergency Zone

'

shall be maintained at a positive pr nsure, in comparison with
surrounding rooms, to minimize the possibility of leakage of air-
borne radioattivity, smoke, or chlorine gas into the ccatrol room.
The Control Room Area Ventilation System (CRAVS) in designed to
maintain the positive pressure in the control room area as well as
detect and provide isolation from tirborne radiation, smde and
chlorine gas. The Emergency Supplies Room, consisting of at least
200 square feet of f'cor space, wl"t provide ample storage locations
for self-contcInec breathing apparatus or bottled air, depending on
owner / operator preference. Shielding of the control room assures

,

I that radiction lenis in the control room are well below the limits
,

specified in Standard Review Plan (SRP) 6.4.'

| The process used to establish the habitability requirements for
| ar9as that support the control room was to balance the requirements

| of SRP 6.4 with SRP 9.4.1. SRP 6.4 requires that the Control Room
Emergency 7ere ir:clude the control and document storage area,
computer room, shift supervisor's office, washroom and kitchen area.

,

SRP 9.4.1 requires that the CRAVS provide a cor. trolled environment
|i

| for the comfort and safety of control room personnel and to assure !
,

' the operability of control room components during normal operation,
anticipated operational transiente, ar.d design basis accident
conditions. Acquiring filtration units that satisfy filter

i
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requirements and allow for the pressurization required in the SRp
has been very difficult. Therefore, the Control Room Emergency Znne

has been reduced to include only those spaces that are absolutely
necessary to perform the minimum for accident uitigation situations.
The areas included in tie Control Roon [mergency zone include only
the sontrol room, Reactnr Operator's Office. Control Room Super-
visor's Of fice, Emergency Suppilns Room, Integration Process St1tus
Overview Room and the Document Room. The areas that remain part cf
the Control Room Emergency Zone stilt fall under the guidance
provided in SRP 6.4. The areas that are not longer part of the -

Contcol Room Emergency Zone are now subject to the same htbitability
requirements as the remainder workspaces in th' plant.

Storage areas in the rentrol room are in line with previous plant
designs. An evaluation of currertly operating piants indicates that

,

cortrol roc.a infarmation (procedure / drawings / books) are normally
stored ir cabinets, bookshelves and hanging files. The evaluation
inuicated that proceoures require apprcximately 175 linear feet of
shalf space, books require an additional 40 linear fec'., and draw-
ings require 16 linear feet. The Nuplex tiO+ control root,i shall

provide this much spar.e, at a minimum, for documents, drawings and

books needed in the control room. The document room in the control 4

'room contains over 700 square feet of floor space. Additional
document storage is lotsted in the control room offices. Storage

inside the controlling workspre.e is provided on the back side of the
Controi Room Supervisor's desk and on the two Reactor Operators
desks, personal effects for the Shift and Control Room Supervisors
wi.1 be stored inside their control room offices. Reactor Optrators a

will have an.ple epace f or personal effects in the Ftactor Operators' -

offices.

,

,
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Number: 620.29

Question: How was " sufficient instrumentation" identified for the Remote
Shutdown Panel? Describe the human engineering efforts or studies
which contributed to the desigr. of the Remote Shutdown Panel and the
" convenience controls" distributed at equipment locations.

Response: The RSP receives the same design process as the MCR panels. Suffi-
cient instrumentation for the RSP was identified based on a function
task analysis, as with the main control panels. The description of -

the human factors engineer'ng task analysis for safe i.hutdown is
described in Section 18.8.1 of CESSAR DC. In addition, C-E's

extensive experience in designing remote shutdown p nels for Palo
Verde 1, 2 an 3 and other plants was considered. Sections 7.4 and
7.5 of CESSAR DC give full listings of what wus determined to be
sufftcient instrumentation for the N!P using existing System 80
plants as a baseline, lhis list u s reviewed by all engineering
disciplines within C-E to assure all system designer requirements,
as well as operational requirement:,, were net.

Essentially the same design process was followed for the RSP as for
the main control room panel designs. The RSP design is based on the

~

standard Nuplex 80+ indication and control methodologies (CESSAR DC,

Section 18.7.1) and HF design criteria (Section 18.7.2). Special

needs which dif ferentiate the RSP from MCR panels are described in
'

Section 18.8.1.2-4. The RSP design features similar diversity as
the MCR in terms of having diverse means of obtatning information as
well as diverse inethods for control. This diversity precludes a
common mode failure from resulting in loss of either sufficient
information availability or cor* rol capability at the RSP. Nuplex .

80+ diversity is discussed in the response to Question 420.23.

I
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I

As indicated in Section 18,8 of CESSAR DC, cold shutdown is achiev. '

able ftom the RSP without the need for local equipment controls. ,

t

However, local convenience controls are maintained to the same i
'

degree as in existing plants. Appropriate huinan factors criteria !

are applied to the design of local controls. "
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Number: 620.30 -

Question: Describe the human engineering test and evaluation methodologies
that have been, or will be, used. 110w does the human engineering i

test and evaluation program fold into the System 80+ verification
'

and validation program?
!

<

iResponse: The human factors test and evaluation methodologies can be divided
into three phases those occurring before the start of the
Nuplex 80+ design, those occurring during the design certification
process and those that will occur after certification. All of these
tatt and evaluation methodologies are described in the Human factors :

Program Plan for System 80+. A brief synopsis of the human factors
tests and evaluations is provided in the remainder of this RAI

|

response.

Prior to the initiation of the Nuplex 80+ design effort much of the
advanced techno?ogy used in the Huplex 804 man macnine interface had

been tested. Critical function Monitori.3 System (CfMS) designs are i

operating in numerous plants as an SPOS and have been evaluated as
'

part of the DCRDR process. In addition to CfMS plant operating
experience, a hunan factors validation program was performed by the -

DECD Halden Reactor Project on the CfMS design. The extension of
the critical function approach to success path monitorth9 (SPM) was ,

also validated at Halden. lhis validation demonstrated improved
performance for nperators using SPM compared to control cperators

; without it. Similarly, after development of IPSO, but before

| installation at the Borselle plent, the design was evaluated by
| Halden with favorable results. Haldue reports exist for all of |

these evaluations and the most significant ones are included as part'

of the Nuplex 80+ reference design documents located at the C E
Rockville, MD cffice.

5

J
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i

Another significant group of evaluations enducted prior to the
Nuplex 80+ program occurred as part of thn thiplex 80 ACC development
program. This included configuraticn atudies for wnicn the
Nuplex 80+ master control console is based and many 'tudies related

; to CRT display of information and the benefits of hardwired annt.n- .

1

clators. The Nuplex 80 studies included a Tignificant amount of j

interaction with plant operators and use Jf a coanlete control room i

dynamic mock up. The pr* Nuplex 80t evaluations, tests and experi- |
.

ence are sh w n on figure 18.4 5 of CESSAR 00, [

)4

During the Nuplex 80+ design process for certification, te t and !'

evaluations have included the functional task analysis and corre- i
'

sponding workload analysis, and the verification analysis. The i

p functional task analysis and workload analysis are documented fully ;

in the functional Tast Analysis Report, NPX80 !C DP 790 02, of the !
Nuplex 60+ rete ence design documents (also see Question 420.24). !

'

The availability analysis of the verification process assured I

availability of required instrumentation and cnntrols with appropri-
ate characteristics, lhe methodology and results of the analysis
arc <lescribed in the verification analysis report NPX80-lC-TE-790-01
in the referen'e design documentation.- The suitability analysis
e.aluated the usability of each of the W" devices and, 'n a panel
bat,is, the ensemble as a whole using the RCS panel and IPS0 proto- ;

types. This is also documented in the verification analysis report.
Other testa and evaluations were related to product evaluations- ,

(e.g., fitt panel dir. plays) and specific man machine interface i
;tonantions. The ana'p es and evaluations performed during certifi-

| cation are shown in figure 18.4.1 of CESSAR f"T.
>

r

i

As part of tirst of adited enginearing a full main control room
,

,

mock up will be completed with dynamic liHI components at selected j
panel sed. ions. This complete, partially dynamic mock-up' facility- - -

'

'will bn used to conduct a HfC validation nrogram using operators and

| representative operatii,9 proceduret. This is de.uribed in Section
18,9 of CESSAR DC. Before Nuplex 80+ is delisered to a plant, a j
f actory integration test of all systems, including a complete set of ,

,

f

1
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hardwart, will be performed. This will include additional human
factors validation activities. The Nuplex 80+ design process,
including evaluations and tests, is shown in figure 620.30 1. j

|

This approach to f4 plex 80+ verification and validation activities
was selected because of the evolutionary nature of the Nuplex 804
design. For conventional power plants, a static mock up of the main !
control panels, combined with detailed factory testing of equipment !

'

has been used for validation of nuclear plant instrumentation and !
controls. |

,

;
' for un advanced control _ complex design, more detailed integration of |

the static mock up and dynamic factory acceptance testing is de- '

sired, lhe dynamic mock up approach is acceptable for the support i
,

of Nuplex 80+ verification and validation activities because the .,

Idesign of key man machino inturfaces have not changed radic sily from
conventional designs. All time critical parameters and alarms are
provided on disc.ete indicators and alarm tiles which closely i

resemble conventional meters and alarms. Primarily a dif ferent |
computer based hardware implementation is used, important component

controls are essentially identical to thost used on System 80 |
designs. Based on C-E evaluations and review by many independent
engineers and operators, thest small changes to indications and ;

controls are not expected to induce any new potential for operator |

error.
,

3

The integration of CRTs and soft controllers into the Interface can I
effectively be evalurted on selected dynamic panel sections with ;

little benefit obtaineo by implementing them dynamically in th6
,

entire centrol room. All Nuplex 80+ 1911 devices, including touch
screens, are used in existing nuclear power plants. Nupley 80-t *

panel-layouts follow conventional designs (i.e., by system from heat- ;

source to heat sink, with auxiliary panels also arranged by system).
The design is based on existing procedures and crew operating ;

methods with no intent to change. Thus, a full scope simulator is
,

not used for verification and validation of the Nuplex 80t main

|
.
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control room, as it might be if the design was radically different
from conventional designs.

1he human factors verification and validation activities are part of
the overall fluplex 80+ verification and validation program plan.
The remainder of the test and evaluat ton program as described above

is not part of the 14uplex 804 V&V program.
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Nuttber 620.31

Quesi.icn lhe System 80+ control room design currently includes several types
of control and display instrumentation. Some of it is new to
control room applications, some is not, lhls paragraph states. *1he
roan machine intcrf ate is based on accepted human engineering meth,

ods, principles and criteria such as those presented in NUREG 0700."
(dentify the princip:.1 human engineering ;ource document'. used in
the development of the man machine interfaces, such as:

a. Identify which elemente of the man chine interface were
developed based on existing human engineering documentation.
Identify the documentation.

b. Identify which elenents of the man machine interface required
the development of additional human engineering guidance.
Identify ti,e guidance.

c. Describe the means TA will use to ensure (1) that the man-
machine interface aspects of the new technology will tm com-
patible with that of the established technologies, (2) that the
new man machine interfaces will meet the requirements of the
tasks, as defined by the hum 3n engineering studies, and (3),

that the differences as well as the similarities among the
,

man machine interface devices enhance operator and maintainer
performance.

Response: The Nuplex 80+ Human factors Standards and Guidelines is the princi-
pal document which assures that the MMI is based on accepted human

engineering principles and criteria. This document provides the

design choices for Nuplex 80+ (i.e., stand 3rds) and not just guid-
ante (i.e., available selections). A lif Standards and Guidelines

Basis document defines the source (document or ratinnale) for each
star,Jard or guideline. . Table 620.31 1 11str the source documents
used to assemble the HF Standards and Guidelines.

___ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . ~ . _ _ - . _ . _ _
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a. Most of the Huplex 00+ man machine interf ace elements were
developed based on existing principles and criteria. 1his was

possible because elements were either similar to conventional
control room technology or an evolution from conventional -

technology. Man machine elements for which criteria exist
include 1p50, flat panel displays used for alarm tiles, dis-
crete indicators and contrals, CRis and switches. The source

documents used for criteria for these interfaces are provided
in lable 620.31 1.

-

b. The only element of the man mathine interface which required
additional human engineering guidance was the use of touch
screen interf aces for the CRTs, flat panel displays and con-
trols. The existing guidante used to design touch access were
for target size, target separation, response time, input
duration, input seqcence, and feedback. Iwo other criteria
were developed for implementation of Nuplex 804 touch screen

interfaces:

1. Actuation occurs upon removal of touch from the screen not
engagement. This allows the operator the ability tc
correct any incorrect selections that may have occurred,

before actuation. ~

2. Touch targets are identifiable from other display clu-,

ments. Sysicmatic target conventions and spatial dedica-
tion of the targets allow the operator to clearly identify a

which targets are selectable and which are not.
.

c. 1. The Nuplex B0+ design uses consistent and comrstible
interfaces and conventions throughout t b interfacc.
Technologies for implementing tha interf ace were selected
to support compatibility. A good example of Nuplex 80+

interface compatibility is provided by CRI displays and
other MMI devices in the MCR. Red and green color conven-
tions are used identically on conventional switches and

-
- _ - -
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dynamic CRT displays. Similarly, a standard set of I

graphic symbology is used between CRTs, switches and '

controller displays. The yellow alarm color is used on r

CRTs to ensure compatible with the monochromatic ELDS used

for spatially dedicated Llarms.

The suitability analysis of the Nuplex 80+ verification- *

process evaluated the compatibility of the different
,

technologies used in the man. machine interface. As
identified in Part b, there was only one application of
new technology in the Nuplex 804 MMI with the other -

devices being used previously in control room applica-
tions. Compatibility will be validated during the Nuplex

'

80t validation activities, as described in the response to-
Question 620.30.

'

,

2. Ibe availability analysis of the Nuplex e0t verification
analysis specifically evaluated whether task performance
requirements were met by the interface devices. Documen-
tation is provided in the reference design documentation
in NPf80 IC Tf790-01. [

,

3. Nuplex 80+ is designed to provide an acceptable interface
for operators and maintainers. To facilitate this the
design uses to its advantage the similarities and differ- ,

ences in the MMI technologies employed. For example,

similurities in technologies allow consistent coding
conventions to be employed across all interf ace devices.'

Specifically, alarms presented on DJA5 alarm tiles and
through the CRTs use the same flash rates and shape codes

L for priority. However, the differences in these tech-
nologies is also used. For e. ample, spatially dedicated *

,

t
<

| displays use the monochromatic ELDS to present key infor-
mation simply without color codes. Color graphics CRTs

,

are useil to'present very detailed information with r:nre
extensive coding allowed by color. The technnlogies used

i

- _ . , _ , - _ _ - - _ . _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ , - _ . . _ _ _ __. _. _ _ . _ - _ . _
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in the interfarm are all employed in existing nuclear
plant control rooms, though Nuplex 80+ extends the use of |
these technologies, Similar combinations of different
technologies have been made in other industries, including
fossil power plants.

..

The suitability analysis has evaluated the acceptability j

of the interface, including the similarities and differ- +;

ences between technologies. Decause of the standardized !

interface approach across panels and the use of only two
display-technologies (CRl's and ELDS), in place of many ;

display technologies in conventional control rooms, i

maintainer and operator performance will be significantly ;
'

improved, in order to minimize the detrimental effects of
standardized designs such as making interpretation of
control and display relationships difficult, Nuplex 80+ ,

uses a hierarchical labeling schemo, lines of demarcation,
functional or system mimic groupings and system related !

panel orientation. This supports familiarly with a j

component'soperation(e.g.,aswitchorELDdevice)while ,

putting it on the context of system operation.
,

e

'

I

l- '

|
,

'

a

,-
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f
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lable 620.31 1
Sources of Human factors Criteria Used for Nuplex 804

1. Mll 510-14720, " Department of Defense Human Engineering Design Criterth,"

1989

2. 00D HDBK 761A, *D0D Manage'nent Information Systems Guidelines," 1987

3. ESD-1R86-278, " User System Interface Software Guidelines,- Smith and
Mosier, 1986

4. ANSI /HFS 100, " ANSI VDT Workstation Standard," 1988

5. " User Computer Interface in Process Control: A Human factors Engineering
Handbook," Gilmore, et al, 1989

6. NASA 510-3000, " NASA Man Systems Integration Standards," 1989

7. NASA-USE-100, Ver. 2.1, " NASA Space Station Freedom Program Human Computer

Interface," 1989

8. EPRI NP 3659, " Human f actors Guide for Nuclear Power Plant Control Room

Development, 1984

9. EPRI NP-4350, " Human Factors Engineering Design Guidelines for Maintain-

ability," 1985

10. NUREG/CR-3517, '' Recommendations to NRC on Human Engineering Guidelines for

Nuclear Power Plant Maintainability," 1986

11. NUREG 0700, " Guidelines for Control Room Design Reviews," 1981
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Numl:er: 620.32 i

Question: In the context of being presented as a design basis for Nuplex 804
this paragraph states, *The number of physical display devices and
the quantity of data presented to the operator is reduced compared
to control rooms for existing plants.' ,

,

Provide the human engineering studies C-E has done to determine the
benefits and drawbacks of reducing the number of display devices and

quantity of data presented to the operator, include specifically
the studies which determined the optimal icvels of reduction of
display devices and data. Include the results of human engineering
studies which were used to support the quantity of data presented to
the operator, any consolidation of instrumentation, and any L..anges
in the modes of displaying data to the operator in the Nuplex 80+
control room.

Response The statement made in CESSAR DC regarding reducing the number of

physical displays requires clarification. This statement was a

design goal for Nuplex 804 and was not intended to be a licensing
'basis for the design. The basis for licensing Nuplex 80+) is to

provide adequate inf urntion such that acceptable operator perfor-
mance is achieved. Acceptable operator performance will be demon-
strated through verification and validation activities (as discussed
in the Human factors Program Plan for System 80+) using Design

Acceptance Criteria. The approach to information reduction as a
design goal was qualitativn in nature, and is discussed qualita-

'

tively in the following paragraphs.

The intent of this design basis statement was to partially address

| the stimulus overload concern. This issue was discussed in the

| response to Question 620.22 as it relates to increasing the opera-

| tor's information processing burden, By reducing the number of

physical displays in an appropriate manner, the information required

| for task performance is presented to the operator without all the
clutter added by presenting all available data. The need to reduce

. - . . .- - _ _ . - . . .- -
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stimulus overload and, hence, the number physical devices and amount
of data provided to operators, has been documented in various ;

industry sources. This includes the EPRI ALWR URD, industry reports I

(e.g., NUREG 3448 for alarms), and papers (many identifying this
;

concern as a result of IM1). j

j.

Qualitative analyses were performed to evaluate the benefits and i

drawbacks of reducing the number of physicL1 display devices. An;

assessment was made based on using the combination of serfally .

<.

presented information (via CRis) and spatially dedicated information
,

(on flat panel discrete Indicators and alarm tiles) to determine an
acceptable combination. All data is accessible at any panel through :

the CRT's serial presentation of information. Thus, the focus of !
the assessment was on how much spatially dedicated data should be

'presented in a parallel manner. The result of the assessment led to
spatial dedication of Priority 1 and 2 alarms and key parameters on
discrete indicaters and IPSO. Key parameters for discrete indica--

tors were defined as frequently monitored par: meters, parameters
;.

most indicative of critical safety function and success path status, j
Regulatory Guide 1.97 Category 1 parameters and parameters required j
for-investment protection or continued operation without the DPS. ;

The design was then evaluated through the availability and suit-
;

ability analyses of the verification to assure that an acceptable- 1

amount of spatially dedicated data was presented. No quantitative

.

. studies were performed to determine optimal icvels of reduction,
since optimal can only be determined if all possible-transients and
events are known.

:

The modes of displaying data in the Nuplex 80+ control room do not
,.

change. The interface has been designed to function the same for
normal power operations, startup/ shutdown or emergencies. This [
approach specifically includes the use of critical functions for.
both power and safety and the integration of PAMI displays into a -

! functional panel location via the qualified discrete indicators and -

CRTs.

--_.__.._.____.__.__.__.___,__._.-..._._.._.u-
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Number: 620.34

Question: What studies did C E perform to determine the amount and type of
" operator information overload?" Provide the quantitative and
qualitative re .ults of the investigations.

Describe the baseline control room in which the studies were per-
formed and the parameters that were measured or assessed. Were the
studies replicated on the C.E System 80+ control room design? What
thratholds were established for acceptable and unacceptable levels
of operator cognitive loading? how does the System 80+ control room
design specifically address each of the parameters asse: sed by the
studies?

Response: The phraseology " operator information overload" was not intended as
a measurable criteria for demonstration as part of the licensing
basis, but only as a Nuplex 80+ design goal. As discussed in the
response to RAI 620.32, the basis for licensing is to provide
adequate information such that acceptable operator performance is
achieved. This is demonstrated through verification and validation.
Providing the operator with the required information in the form
needed for task performance, instead of all available plant data,
will help facilitate the operator performance demonstration.
" Operator information overload" will not be looked at as a separate,
measurable criteria. Other RAI resoonses dealing with this issue
include 620.13, 620,22 and 620.32.

Qualitative analyses identified the amounts and types of information
overload in conventional nuclear plant control rooms. Primary areas
identified were information overload from the alarm system after a
reactor trip and overload of information from multi-channel indica-

|
tors of the same process parameter.

|

|

- _ - - ,_ ._ . - - ~-,
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;

The System 80+ control ro':m addressos operator cognitive overioed by- ''

validating proces. signals prior to display or alarm, grouping
alarms into a relatively small number of alarm tiles, and eliminat-

'
ing Priority 3 alarn.s and operator aids (e 9., permissives which

were previously alarms in many existing control rooms) from spa- !

' tially dedicated displayc. Additional reduction in.information
overload is provided by reducing the number of alarm actuations -

during transleni events. This_ is provided ir Nnplex 80+ ny validat-
ing signals before genarating alarms and mode and equipment status
dependent logic. ibe design also provides operator aids such as
critical function monitoring (to support normal operation and-

emergency procedure respor.se), success path moni)oring (to aid in t

'

identifying a:)d restoring success path problems) and IPS0 (which
provides a plant overview for opera'. ors). Each of these advanced '

features performs a function automatically and continuously that '

otherwise would have to be performed by operators, for example,
U'50 takes several thousand plant parameterr and reduces them to a
few easily understood 9rocess representation symbols. -

; Quantitative studies were performed comparing the numbers of alarm
ti'ies'and indicators for convent;onal control rooms and Nuplex 80+ '

Results from the studies have shown a 60% reduction in alarm tiles '

and an 00% reduction in the number of spatially dedicated displays
for Hup kx 806 compared to conventional units. Cognitive loading
levels were analyzed as cart of the tast analysis for specific
avents, as discussed in the response to Question 620.24. This

analysis is documented in Section 18.5 and the task enalysis report
,

in the reference design documents. Acceptfole levels of loading
were based nn determining cumulative processing times for tasks
performed during an event and identifying situations of operator'

overload based on cognitive loading. .

.

4
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!
Ntnaber: 620.35A j

Question: 'this paragraph states, "The effectiveness of modern nan-machine
interface devices will be demonstrated through the use of prototypes |

and HfE evaluations." Does this refer to demonstrating the roftware _j
and hardware attribu$es of the instrumentation? Or does it refer to l

human facrors and hu:aan performance evaluaticns of (1) the device
(as a stand-alone instrumer,t) and (2) in the context of the
System 80. control room environment. When in the design process ure

,

the HfE eva'iuations scheduled to occur? Describe in detail the HfE j
evaluations that will be performed.- Provide a basis for the rite- !

ria that will be used to determine a device's effectiveness (as a |

stand-alone instrument) from the human performance perspective. I

Also provide the assessment methodology that will be used to deter- i

mine the suitability of a davice for incorporation into the System
30+ control room design.

Response: Ihis statement refers to both de:nonstrating. hardware and software
attributes and the suitability of the interface from a human factors +

perspective The Nuplex 80+ design process has already and will'

continue ta do haidware attribute evaluations using prototypes.
-

Thi:, has included seismic evaluations of equipment to demonstrate
the ability tc qualify equipment for safety-related applications
(seeRAI620.2)andhardwareconfigurationstudieson.prototypesto|
assure adequate throughput. Software studies have prototyped
sof tware implementdions using ladder logic programming in pro-
grammable logic controllers and sof tware required for data process-
ing features such as success path monitoring, alarn processing and<

signal validation.

The man-machine interface devices have also been evaluated from a
human performance perspective as part of the verification analysis
documented in the reference design documentation and discussed in ,

,

the response to Question 620.30. The suitability analysis evaltated
'

both the man-machine interface devices as stand-:: lone devices and in
the context of the ensemble of Nuplex 80+ interface devices. -

.
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HfE_ evaluations are scheduled throughout the Nuplex 80i design

process. The design process and scheduling of HfE evaluations are -

. discuss 3d in the Human factors Program Plan-for System 80% as is
the type of HFE evaluations performed. The criteria used to evalu- .;

ate the ma:rmachine interfaces were developed from the list of ;
references provided in the Human Factors Standards and Guidelines

; documrit end in the respense to' Question 620.31. Individual bases
for specific criteria can be found ir. these references and are '

documented in the HF Standaids and Guidelines Basis document. ,

Similarly, tne assessment methodology for the suitability analysis
.

'

is provided in the verification _ analysis repp.t in the reference
"

design documents (NPX80 IC-TE-790-01). The eventual determination
of a device's suitability was determined not only from the buuan
factors teceptability, determined in the su:tability analysis, but
also by other tests a.d prototype evaluations such as the seismic
analysis A good ;xample of this process ir prov!ded in the re-

| sponse to Question 620.2 for determining the acceptability of ' flat
' '

panel displays. The response to RAI 620.13 provides like-infurma-
tion related to the alarm system.

Further verification and validation activities will centinue to :

demonstrate that additional detailed designs conform to the certi-
'

fled design.

i
|

|
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4

Number: 620.35B

Question: This paragraoh states, "Under degraded conditions, operators will- :

continue to have access to all required information. Equipment ;
~ '

trilures impacting automated data process and presentation features
are accommodated by increased operator surveillance."

What constitutes a degraded condition? Is it the loss of one
computer driven display, one electrical bus (potentielly af fccting
many instruments) or all digitally Jriven equipment?

How does increased surveillance on the part of the operator compen-
sate for the loss of technical data? Ate the data and the synthe-
sized information normally available through the computer database
available from other sources? Where will th* alternate sources of

'

information ce located ;

from the human performance perspective, how will " increased surveil-
'lance" compensate for loss of the computer? Will operators be
'

required to perform c.alculations, adjusteents, or operations (manu
al, cognitive, dacision making, etc.) that would normally be done by
the computer? Describe the impact on operator and crew p?rformance
in the control r:om, at the Technical Support Center and at the
Emergency Operations facility.

Response: A degraded condition referred to in this paragraph is constituted :,y
credible equipment failure , including failure of processors, data
communications or a display device it; elf. The worst case degrada-
tions assumed are total loss of I;MS-N or CIAS-P or DPS failure.

These worst case conditions encompass loss of an electrical bus.
Loss of all digitally driven equipment is not a credible failure ar.d
is therefore not considered in the design. This positton is accept-
able because digital electrical equipment is prctected against EMI
and the diverse designs used in man-machine interface systems
preclude other undefined common mode failures, including sof tware

i

,
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failures, from rendering both diverse designs simultaneously inoper- .;
able,

i

figurc 7.51 of CESSAR-DC illustrates the architecture of the Nuplex '

;

80+ monitoring systems. The following credible failures were
considered as degraded conditions: failure of the e'ittic DPS system
and, thus, all CRT displays, failure of DIAS P cl.annel or failurn of
DIAS-N. Each of these cases will be discussed individually.>

,

The worst case degraded condition from an infeimati n access per- ,

spective is complete failure of the DPS. This is a highl/ unlikely
event, since the DPS is a redundant system with a calculaud and
demonstrated availabihty of greater thar 99.98% with an PR of
less than 4 hours. To address this failure, the DIAS has cen

designed to provide operators with all information required to,

continue operation for 24 hours. Increased surveillance is not
required to compensate for loss cf technical data but rdher to
accomplish technical specification monitoring and to support infor- .

nation access that is normally enhanced by the DPS and paral CRTs.
All functions of the DPS can be performed manually, with aoditional
staff, without tne DPS. For example, the Core Operating Limit
Supervisory System (COLSS) DPS function which provides core survell-
lance will have to be performed by an roerator, lhis increased
operator surveillance will compensate for not having computer
processing to accomplish the function. All required data for thisg

! function-is available to the operator on DIAS or other displays from .

i. the control and protection systems.
,

Synthesized information from critical function monitoring (CFM) and
success path rz.onitorin0 will also not be available upon complete DPS:
failure. Since these functions have been designed to support,

procedares, not replace them in Nupicx 80+, these functions can be

L performed manually by additional operating staff. For example, the

| CFM function of performing safety function status checks, normally
, .

|
done by the DPS autoaatically, can be performed by an STA. T'lis is

L currently the practice at conventional plants. De alterr. ate source-
|

|

-

; ,
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|
1of data will be. the DIAS-displays, which are located on each panel-

as part of the primary man-machino interface. Additional informa--
tion will be provided by operator's modules (CCS and PPS) and switch ;

indicators fer component status which are also part of the primary
integrated interface.

The impact of OPS failure on the TSC and EOF will be the same as- for -

existing plants. No CRT data would be available in either location
and, hence, p~iant status would not be available via CRT. This -

.

situation would be partially compensated for in the Nuplex 804 TSC
design by visibility 'nto the MCR. The viewing window includes a *

'

view of IPS0 which will continue to be driven by DIAS to provide an
overview of plar.t status. The viewin;, window also enhances communi-

.

cation with control room operators.

1he other credible failures relate to loss of DIAS Channe'is P or N -

(see-figure 7.5-1). DIAS P is an independent channel segment nf the

; system which provides one redundant method of monitoring all Regula-
tory Guide 1.97 Category 1 parametecs, including ICCM parameters.
Its primary MMI is two flat panel displays of these parameters on

,

the safety monitoring panel. If this channel is . lost (though it too .

has redundant communication and processing), Regulatory Guide 1.97

parameters are stil.1 available to 09erators. Parameter indications
*' are on DIAS N displays dispersed at appropriate functional panel

locations throughout the MCR and.through any CR1 at any panel. !This
degraded condition will have no functional impact on operations in
either the MCR or TSC; however, a technica', specification LCO is

( anticipatc$ to limit the time DIAS-P can be unavailable, since both
i DIAS-N and P are required to meet the required level of redundancy
L for qualified systems.

|

!
!

. - . - .
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Failure of the u!AS N channel is the other credible degraded condi-
tion, though all DIAS N sege nts have redundant processors and
communication.- DIAi. N failure wou~ld ender inoperable all spatially
dedicated indicators and alarms on the panels. No information would

'

be lost, because all information processing, incitding signal
validation, would still be available through the DPS. Operators a

would use the DPS for alarm acknowledgement and plant status mont-

toring as is normally the c.,se, but without the support of spatially
'

dedicated information. IPS0 would be unaffected. l.ittle additional
,

serveillance would be required and impact on the operating crew
would be significant1y less than in the failure of DPS case. This' ;

degraded condition has no impact on operations in the TSC.

i Operability of accident monitoring instrumentatinn is covered by a ,

technical specification limiting condition for operation in
System b0+. This failure of either DIAS-N or DIAS-P will result in

'

t technical specification action statement to restore the secment ;

within seven days because both DIAS-N and DIAS-P are required to

..

meet the lovel of redundancy required for qualified systeos. |
'

Because of the length of the time for action this will not signifi-
cantly impact daily operations.

Other degraded conditions, such as loss of individual display
devices (e.g., CRT or EL9s), loss of any electrical buss, loss of a
control device o. failure of individual processors-(UIAS segments or
DPS) are all bounded in terms of impact on the operating crew by the ,

abcVe cases.

In summary, for the worst case degraded condition, failure of the
DP5, increased surveillance will be required to monitor continued

,

compliance with technical specifications. All requ; red data is
'

available on other MCR devices. Some additional calculations and-
decision making operations will be required by operators which is4

expected to be nantiled by additional crew members in the controlling*

woikspace. These would be related primarily to advanced operator
aids (as discussed in the response to RAI 620.11) and DPS

'
.- .- . . . -. -, -- - - . , .- ~
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application programs (see CESSAR DC Section 7.7.1). Examplos of

additional tasks required are manual core limit monitoring (COLSS
unavailable), critical power production function monitoring, manual
Reg. Guide 1.47 Bypass and Iaoperable Status monitcring and Secon-
dary Calorimetric calculations. As the task analysis is completed
for System 80+ (see the HF Program Plan for System 80+), all addi-
tional tasks and calculations required for operation without the DPS
will be identified and documented. No inpact on controls, e.g.,
additional adjustments or manual operations, is expected, lhe

primary impact on crew performance will be additional coordination
"

requiren.ents because of the additional surveillance and potential
for manual information p.rocessing such as critical function moniter-
ing. Coordination will be the responsibility of the CRS..

e

Operation under degraded cenditions, including complete failure of
the DPS (i.e., no CAT information), will De evaluated as part of the ,

validation of huplex 80+. Design acceptance criteria will be
iestablished for these degraded conditions as part of the certifi-

cation process.

P
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Number: 620.37

Question: This paragraph states that, " Critical functions established for both
safety and power production serve as a primary basis for information
ard alarm presentation." What is the definition of the term "criti-
cal funi. tion?" ' How were " critical functions" identified? Was a
critical task analy>is performed on critical operator and maintainer
tasks in the control room and to what lovel of detail were the

'

critical task analyses performed? If a critical task analysis was

not performed, explain why. How were the contributions of the human
engineering task analysis and t:1e critical task analysis integrcted
into the development of information and alarm presentailons?

Response: A critical function is one of a minimum set of functions required to
be coi. trolled to keep the plant either in a safe, stable condition
(critical safety functions) or producing power (critical power

,

production functions). The critical functions approach to monitor-
! irg the safety of a plant is required by ICREG 0696 and NUCEG 0737,

Supplement 1. These documents idertified a minimum set of critical
safety functions. C-E, in development of the critical function
monitoring system as an SPOS, has identified additional critical
functions for safety. Power production functions were identified as
part of the Nupiex 80+ design process. Stxe o* the initial concepts
relating to power production functions were developed in the EPRI
Disturbance Analysis and Surveillance System Program (EPRI NP-1684

|
and EPRI NP-3595). The cr-itical function approach for Nuplex 80+ is

I described in NPX80-IC-S0790-02 which is found in the Nuplex 80+
reference design do:uments. .

:. .

Critical task analysis, as defined in NUREG-0700, Section 3, and
HIL-468558 consists of a task analysis performed specifically for

,

i those tasks which must be executed in an extremely rapid, time
dependent manner. Because of the evolutionary nature System 80+,
the plant will function with the typical slow response of nuclear
plants. Therefore, no operator actions are required in a time-
critical manner (see the discussinn of design philosophy " Accuracy

,
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vs. Speed" in Section 1.2 of the Human f actors Program Plan for
details). Hence, no " critical task analysis" has been er will be
performed for System 80+. In lieu of this Emergency Procedure
Guidelines specifying all tasks needed for safe emergency opera. tion

,

have been used in function 'ask Analysis and will be used in valida-
'

tion work at the integration test facility.

,
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Number: 620.38

Question: This paregraph says, " Operating statf targets for Nuplex 80+ were
establisFed to accommodate a variety of staffing assignments during
both normal and emergency operations,* How many extra people are

expected to t;e in the control room and the Technical Support Center
during an emergency? Provide the analysis that identifies and
describes ths duties, responsibilit es, and capabilities of the
additional personnel and the space, equipent, and informrtion they

' will require. Describe how the current configurations of the
control room and Technical Support center meet the requirements and
support the duties to be performed.

I
Response: The control room staffing levels necessary for safe operatiens will

never exceed three operators for ay design basis event. This is
for the maximum workload post-trip evolution identified in the
System 80+ Functional Task Analysis. Nuplex 80t is designed to
accommodate crew size of up to six which would include supervisory
personnel. Additional staff beyond this is not rec;uired., Other

personnel who may he in the control room and are provided for as
active observers inclivie an NRC representative, one plant owner
management personael and one cuamunications specialist (per EPRI

Al.WR URD). They are piovided information in the control room
offices and are expected to interface without interfering with
operations in the controiling workspace with the control room
supervisor who is easily accessible. The specific duties, responsi-
bilities and capabi~lities cf the additional personnel entering the
MCR during emergencies are the responsibility of the plant
owner /cperator.

The Technical Support Center (TSC) is part of the Nuplex 80+
idvanced control conplex which conttins monitoring-only interface
with the controlling workspace, through the ability to view IPS0 and
to call up displays on a Data Processing System (DPS) CRT. No

control tasks are performed at th TSC and the TSC staff are not
directly involved in safet monitoring. Hence, the staffing levels,

_
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Linformation needs, etc., are not scheduled for a formal analysis, i

| TSC' staffing and nonitoring will be evaluated as part of the normal
MMI design process. .

'

The number of people expected in the TS' is highly variable, but NRC
regulations require that it be designed for 25 people (NUREG-0737).
Tne Nuplex 80+ TSC is designed with adequate space, information
through the DPS CRTs, personnel access and communication to meet the
reCulatory requirements. The Nuplex 80+ TSC is described in
"ESSAR DC, Section 13.3.3.1. No additional design requirements *

.

beyond the ALWR-URD have been imposed on the TSC.

,
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